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nisms referred to,_except the electric starter,
Be it known‘ that IfJAMEs. G. HEASLET, and makes it possible to inclose all of said
a citizen of the United States of America, gears in one casing adapted to contain a
and resident of Detroit, in the county of ubricant, which by the operation ‘of the
Wayne and State of Michigan, have invent gears, is constantly distributed within the
ed certain new and useful Improved Assem casing.
blage of Internal-Combustion Engines and
I have illustrated my invention in the ac
Their Associated Mechanisms, of which the companying drawings, designating the parts
To all whom it may concern ': '

following is a speci?cation.
10

_

55

by numerals, and referring to like parts by

that point between the motor and the radi

like numerals.
60
Figure 1 is a front elevation of the device
taken on a line just rearwardly from the
starter mechanism hereafter to be described.
Fig. 2 is a horizontal section of Fig. 1 taken
on the line m—~a:. Fig. 3, is a front diagram 65
matic View of the assembled mechanisms.
Fig. 4 is a plan view of the same. Fig.‘ 5

ator.

is a detail showing the generator mounting

This invention relates to an improved as
semblage of an internal combustion engine
with those mechanisms with which it is nec
essarily associated for purposes of opera

tion, the object being to assemble said asso
15 ciated mechanisms in a- group at one end‘ of

the motor casing, and in a motor vehicle at
‘

in association with the lubricator casing.“
1 indicates the motor cylinders. 2 is the
spark control, the pump, generator, and in main shaft of the motor which protrudes
The associated mechanisms to which I re

20

fer are the following; the valve control,
some cases, electric starter.

70

from the‘ front of the motor casing. 3 is a

shaft suitably mounted to control the valve
‘ been combined with gas motors and their operating mechanism. 4 is a shaftsuitably
25 location has been variously disposed with mounted to operate the rotary pum . 5 is
reference to the cylinder casing, and various an electric generator armature sha t. 6 is
forms of operative connections have been a shaft operating a spark control mecha
All of these mechanisms have heretofore

'30

75

established with the main shaft or other
wise to communicate power in the usual

nism. 7 is the armature shaft of an electric
motor. It will be noted that the main shaft

way. The salient object of this invention is
to systematize the relation and connection

of the motor, the valve shaft, the pump $0

shaft and the electric motor: armature shaft
between these auxiliary mechanisms in such - are all parallel, whereas the generator shaft
a way that economy of construction and and the spark control shaft are perpendicu
efficiency in operation will result. To this lar to a plane passing throughthe axis of .
35 end, I so assemble said operative mecha
the main shaft.
85
nisms that they are placed immediately for
These shafts are connected to operate as

ward of the engine and between the front follows: 9 is a worm gear mounted on the
end of the motor and the radiator. The ad main shaft 2 adapted to mesh with a cor
vantages incident to such location are pri responding worm gear 8 mounted at the end
40 marily that the parts are all in close prox
of the generator shaft 5. 10 is a worm gear
imity, and by the arrangement which I have mounted on the valve shaft 3 and meshing

shown and described, they may be closely

with the worm gear 9.

consolidated without interfering one with
the other, and ‘are'easy of access. They are

mounted on the pump shaft 4 and meshing

45 assembled at a point as far as possible re

90

11 is a worm gear

with the worm gear 10. - 10“ is a beveled

gear mounted at the end of the valve shaft 1

mote from the heat of the motor and under 3, while 12 is a corresponding beveled gear
the immediate in?uence of the_conventional mounted on the spark shaft 6, said beveled
fan.'- Their intimate relation permits one4 gears being in mesh. It will be obvious that
train of gears with power emanating from with the turning of the main shaft 2, the
the main shaft to controlall of the mecha‘ generator shaft 5, the valve shaft 3, the

'2
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spark shaft 6 and the pump shaft 4 will be and pump shafts are arranged parallel to,
operated. 13 is a casing inclosing all of the and comparatively close to, the main shaft.
train of gears last described. At one side Moreover, that the generator and spark con
of this casing is the sleeve 30 adapted to con trol shafts are in substantially upstanding
tain the generator shaft 5 and its support perpendicular relation to the axis of the 70
ing mechanism. This sleeve is provided at main shaft, and that the train of gearing,
the upper end thereof with the port 31 and by which the valve and pump shafts are
the tongue 32. At the base thereof it is operated from the main shaft, is mounted
10

adapted tocontain the generator shaft sup substantially in a common plane. The elec
porting mechanism and at this point, said tric starter connections with the main shaft 75
sleeve 30 is opened to the inside of the eas are also in a plane parallel with the plane
ing 13. > The generator shaft supporting in which said train of gearing is mounted

mechanism is here shown for purposes of

convenience, but that mechanism forms the

15

20

25

and are adjacent thereto.
This arrangement makes possible an as

subject matter of another ‘application for sembling of the various auxiliary mecha
patent ?led October 15, 1915, Serial No. nisms necessarily associated with the motor
55957, for “armature shaft mounting.”
in such a way that they are compactly and
The casing 13 is adapted to contain a economically associated, and so arranged

lubricant which is kept in a state of agita
tion by the movement of the gears con
tained therein, and as such gears revolve the

that they may be placed within a small

compass immediately forward of the motor
casing and between such casing and the
lubricant is thrown from the periphery of radiator. In this position, the ‘parts are
the gear 10 and caught by the tongue 32; easily accessible. The cap 13“ of the casing
thence it is led by the port 31 into the 13 may be removed for purposes of inspec
sleeve 30, and through such sleeve ?nds its tion or the whole casing may be dismem
way around the generator shaft 5 back to bered if necessary without dif?culty. As
the base of the casing.
heretofore stated, the wholesystem may be
14 indicates a rotary pump having a drained through the faucet 15, and the!
faucet 15 at the base thereof. 18 is a radia

tor and 18*1 indicates the base of said radia

85

90

pump 14 may be dismembered for purposes

of inspection or repair.
95
An advantage is found in locating the
The lowest point in the pump 14 is below the electric motor 19 and induction coil 29for
lowest water level of the radiator and also ward of the motor and under the in?uence
of the cooling system of the motor; conse of the fan, due to the fact that these ap
35 quently the faucet 15 will operate to drain paratus are injuriously affected by an excess 100
the entire cooling system both of the motor of heat. It is therefore desirable that they
and the radiator. This is an important fea should be placed in as cool a position as the
ture of the organized arrangement of parts, circumstances of the case permit. Such po
for the reason that it is desirable to estab~ sition is obviously found forward of the
40 lish a point from which the entire system motor, and as stated, under the in?uence
1,05
may be drained, where there is danger of of the fan.
freezing or for any other reason where it
It is unnecessary more fully to describe
becomes. desirable to release the water in the operation of the mechanisms as as
the entire system.
‘ sembled, such operation being well under
16 isoa spark control mechanism operated stood in the art, the main object being to’ so 110
.45
30

tor as related to the base of the pump 14.

by the shaft 6. 29 is an induction coil con

assemble such mechanisms as to make it pos

veniently located for purposes of wiring sible to consolidate the same at the point

50

with reference to the spark control mecha

indicated within as small a space as pos

nism or timer 16.

sible.‘

17 is an electric gener

ator or magneto operated by the armature
shaft 5.

19 is an electric motor having an

What I claim is :—-

-

115

1. In an assemblage of the character

armature shaft 7, the latter carrying a described, an internal combustion engine

sprocket wheel 20. 21 is a clutch mechanism having a crank shaft, in combination with
mounted on the main shaft 2 carrying the conjunctive devices, all assembled at one
55 sprocket wheel 21". 22 is a link chain con
end of the engine, cooperating therewith, 120
necting the sprockets 20 and 21". 23 is a and embodying a valve control, spark con
tube leading from the pump to the motor; trol, a pump and an electric generator, an
24 is a tube leading from the pump to the actuating shaft for each of said conjunctive
' radiator.
25 is a fan mounted on the shaft devices, the valve and pump shafts bein
60 25“. 26 is a pulley mounted on said shaft mounted parallel with the axis of the cran 125
25‘. 27 is- a pulley mounted on the .main shaft, and the generator shaft and spark

shaft 2, while 28 is a belt interposed be

tween said pulleys.
65

>

control shaft being mounted perpendicular

to the crank shaft, means interposedbe
It will be noted that, in mounting these tween said shafts whereby they are all op
various auxiliary mechanisms, the valve erated and controlled by the movement of 180

1,237,331

8

and a pump shaft, a train of intermeshing
gears mounted on said shafts for driving
plane perpendicular to the axis of the crank the valve and pump shafts from the crank
shaft, a casing to contain the‘means for con shaft, a timer shaft mounted-perpendicular
necting and operating said shafts, which to the valve shaft and geared thereto, a mag 70
casing is adapted to contain a lubricant, a neto shaft mounted perpendicular to the
sleeve connected to said casing to receive crank shaft and geared thereto, and a com
a generator shaft, a port leading from the mon casing for housing all of said gears, all

the crank shaft, such operative means be

ing mounted in a substantially common

casing to the upper end of said sleeve, with of said gears and the common casing being

10

15

20

25

means to lead the lubricant from the casing positioned at one end of the engine, in com 75
into said port, and a duct leading from the bination with a shaft mounted parallel to

the crank shaft, self-starter mechanism for
operating said shaft and connections be

lower end of said sleeve into the casing.
2. An assemblage of the character de
scribed embodying an internal combustion
engine having a crank shaft, valve and
pump shafts mounted in. parallel relation

tween the starter mechanism shaft and the

to the crank shaft, a gear mounted on each

said gears and casing are mounted.

of said'shafts, all of the gears being ar
ranged in substantially a common plane with
the gear of the valve shaft in mesh with the
gear of the main shaft, and the gear of the
pump shaft in mesh with that of the valve
shaft, in combination with a magneto shaft

crank shaft, said connections being at the

80

same end of the engine at which the afore-_

6. An assemblage of the character de
scribed embodying an internal combustion
engine having a crank shaft, valve and pump 85
shafts mounted in parallel relation to the
crank shaft of the engine, a train of gears,
mounted on said shafts in substantially a

arranged in perpendicular upstanding rela

common plane at one end of the engine for

shaft, a timer shaft mounted in perpen

tioned at the same end of the engine, shafts

tion to the main shaft, and provided with a driving the valve and pump shafts from the 90
gear in mesh with the gear of the'main crank shaft, a magneto and a pump posi

dicular relation to the valve shaft, gears associated with the magneto and pump,

30

‘connecting the timer and valve shafts,‘ and which shafts are mounted perpendicular to
a common casing for housing all of said the crank shaft, gearing connections between 95
the magneto shaft and the crank shaft, and
gears.
3. An assemblage of the character de similar connections between the timer shaft
scribed, embodying an internal combustion and the valve shaft, and a common casing
engine having a crank shaft, a magneto, a positioned at the same end of the engine for

35

100
timer, and a pump mounted at the forward housing all of said gearing.
7. An assemblage of the character de
end of the engine,‘ a shaft geared to the
timer shaft for operating the same, and a scribed embodying an internal combustion
shaft for operating the pump, said two last engine having a crank shaft, a magneto

mentioned shafts being positioned in paral
40

45

lel relation to the crank shaft, and a train

to and geared to the crank shaft of the en 165

of intermeshing gears cooperating with the
magneto, timer and pump operating shafts,
and with the crank shaft for driving all of
said shafts from the crank shaft, said train

gine, a tubular bearing for rotatably sup

of gears being in substantially a common

to contain a lubricant, inclosing said gear 110

plane and positioned forwardly of the en

50

shaft mounted in cooperative relation there

gine, and a common casing for housing all
of said gears.
4. An assemblage of the character de
scribed, embodying an internal combustion
engine having a crank shaft, a valve shaft

porting the magneto shaft, gearing connec
tions between the magneto shaft and the

crank shaft of the engine, a casing, adapted

ing and associated with the tubular bearing,
a duct leading from the interior of the cas

ing to the interior of the tubular bearing at
one end thereof, and means for causing the

lubricant in said casing to ?ow into said
port, the interior of said tubular bearing

115

and a pump shaft all of which shafts are having a return connection with the casing
mounted in parallel relation, a train of in whereby the lubricant, after ?owing through
termeshing gears mounted on said shafts for the bearing, is returned to the casing.
8. An assemblage of the character de 120
55 driving the valve and pump shafts from the
crank shaft, a timer shaft mounted perpen scribed embodying an internal combustion
' dicular to the valve shaft and geared there engine having a crank shaft, a gearing
to, a magneto shaft mounted perpendicular mounted on the crank shaft thereof and a
to the crank shaft and geared thereto, and a casing, adapted to contain a lubricant, for
60 common casing for housing all of said gears, inclosing said gear, in combination with a 125
all of said gears and the common casing be bearing mounted in upstanding relation on
the casing and opening at its lower end into
ing positioned at one end of the engine.
5. An assemblage of the character de said casing, a shaft extending through said
scribed, embodyingv an internal combustion bearing, a magneto associated with the upper '
65 engine having a crank shaft, a valve shaft end of said shaft,_a gear associated with the 130

4
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lower end of said shaft, said gear having eon- duct, ?ow longitudinally of the bearing and
nection with the gear of the crank shaft, a reenter the casing.

duct in the upper portion of said bearing for
Signed by me at Detroit, Michigan, this
opening communication between the inte- 12th day of October, 1915.
rior of the bearing and the interior of the
casing, and means for leading the lubricant

fromlthe easing into said duct, whereby the
lubricant is adapted topass through said

JAMES G. HEASLET.

Witnesses:

R. E. SCROUT,
ROY C. GAMBLE.
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